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	Introduction to Network Security (Networking Series), 9781584504641 (1584504641), Charles River, 2006
In today's online, connected world where computers outsell TVs and e-commerce sales surpass those of "brick-and-mortar" stores, secure network environments are a necessity. Weaknesses within networks have led to the rapid growth of identity theft and computer virus outbreaks, so the demand for skilled and aspiring system administrators who can protect networks is growing. If you are tasked with protecting your networks from these threats, or are studying security, Introduction to Network Security will help you increase your understanding of potential threats, learn how to apply practical mitigation options, and react to attacks quickly. The book teaches you the skills and knowledge you need to design, develop, implement, analyze, and maintain networks and network protocols. It explains how these systems currently operate and the limitations that lead to security weaknesses. All of the fundamental issues needed to understand network security, including the definition of security terms, security ethics, the OSI network model, and cryptography for networks are covered in detail. The book focuses on the seven layers in the OSI network model by describing each overall layer, its security role, common vulnerabilities, and mitigation techniques. The discussion of each layer is followed by explicit examples of common protocols within the layer and their respective security issues. The last part of the book explores the common risks for secure network design and development, including the impact of modularity on security and a summary of the general security issues. If you are new to network security, a general IT administrator, or a student, this is a must-have a resource to help ensure that you have the skills and knowledge required to protect your networks!     
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Professional Windows DNA: Building Distributed Web Applications with VB, COM+, MSMQ, SOAP, and ASPWrox Press, 2000
Building distributed web applications is a wide-ranging topic, covering a variety of technologies and techniques. Windows DNA is the name given to the combination of traditional n-tier architecture with the intrinsic Windows 2000 services, including COM+, MSMQ, and Active Directory.  Using this architecture, you can design and build scalable...

		

Pro ASP.NET 1.1 in VB.NET: From Professional to ExpertApress, 2005

	Pro ASP.NET 1.1 in VB.NET aims to be the definite reference for working developers in the field. Its compendium format covers every topic you are likely to come across in your day-to-day work, from handling data through to configuration and deployment.


	The books goal is to act firstly as a tutorial guide that can be read...


		

Manual of Botulinum Toxin Therapy (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
The Manual of Botulinum Toxin Therapy provides practical guidance on the use of botulinum toxin in a wide variety of disorders, in many areas of medicine. Using clear line drawings, it describes the relevant injection sites for each condition and gives comparative dosage tables for the various formulations of toxin used in different muscle groups....




	

Instant Moodle Quiz Module How-toPackt Publishing, 2013

	Create Moodle quizzes to enhance learning using practical, hands-on recipes


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Create a well categorized question bank to provide the foundation for quizzes.
	
		Provide extensive...



		

The Economic and Social Impacts of E-CommerceIGI Global, 2003
E-commerce is not new, though the interest shown in it is of relatively recent origin. Academics have applied their skill in seeking to maintain or improve business efficiency for years past, but they have concerned themselves mainly with obtaining facts of a historical nature – that is, by analyzing past papers, they have  sought to...

		

The Animal's Companion: People & Their Pets, a 26,000-Year Love StoryBlack Dog & Leventhal, 2019

	
		
			
				
					A unique and compelling exploration of why humans need animal companions -- from dogs and cats to horses, birds, and reptiles -- through the eyes of a New York Times bestselling historical detective author.

					

					In The Animal's Companion, the acclaimed...
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